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ABSTRACT It has been witnessed that supportive learning has played a crucial role in educational quality

enhancement. School and family tutoring offer personalized help and provide positive feedback on students’

learning. Predicting students’ performance is of much interest which reflects their understanding on the

subjects. Particularly it is desired students to manage well in fundamental knowledge in order to build

a strong foundation for post-secondary studies and career. In this paper, improved conditional generative

adversarial network based deep support vector machine (ICGAN-DSVM) algorithm has been proposed to

predict students’ performance under supportive learning via school and family tutoring. Owning to the nature

of the students’ academic dataset is generally low sample size. ICGAN-DSVM offers dual benefits for

the nature of low sample size in students’ academic dataset in which ICGAN increases the data volume

whereas DSVM enhances the prediction accuracy with deep learning architecture. Results with 10-fold

cross-validation show that the proposed ICGAN-DSVM yields specificity, sensitivity and area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.968, 0.971 and 0.954 respectively. Results also suggest

that incorporating both school and family tutoring into the prediction model could further improve the

performance compared with only school tutoring and only family tutoring. To show the necessity of ICGAN

and DSVM, comparison has been made between ICGAN and traditional conditional generative adversarial

network (CGAN). Also, the proposed kernel design via heuristic based multiple kernel learning (MKL) is

compared with typical kernels including linear, radial basis function (RBF), polynomial and sigmoid. The

prediction of student’s performance with and without GAN is presented which is followed by comparison

with DSVM and with traditional SVM. The proposed ICGAN-DSVM outperforms related works by 8-29%

in terms of performance indicators specificity, sensitivity and AUC.

INDEX TERMS Generative adversarial network, students’ academic performance, deep support vector

machine, supportive learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning analytics [1], [2] and supportive learning [3], [4]

have become emerging research areas in today’s era of big

data and artificial intelligence to facilitate students’ learning.

Student education is vital to the sustainable development

of society because students learn knowledge and abilities

to contribute the community. There are many students who

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Miguel Jesus Torres Ruiz.

have progressed to higher level or graduate every year. How-

ever, some students marginally pass the course and some fail

from the course are usually required to have a compulsory

retake. Many research works have detailed the analysis of the

interrelated negative effects on students who have marginally

passed or failed the course. These can be explained in three

perspectives. Students may experience the reduction of con-

fidence [5] and even suffer from depression [6] attributed to

dissatisfactory course grade. The deferral and early school

leaving (or termination) of students’ studies may increase the
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workload of staff and expenditure [7]. In addition, not only

the reputation of the school [8] but also the social capital [9]

will be lowered as a result of students receiving fail grade.

Traditional learning between teachers and students in nor-

mal class and supportive learning accomplish one another in

recent decades. The advanced development of information

and communications technology (ICT) architecture and tech-

nologies offers plenty of opportunities via e-learning [10] and

virtual reality education [11]. In this paper, the focus will be

on another supportive learning environment: shadow educa-

tion via school tutoring and family tutoring. Its prevalence

has become a worldwide phenomenon [12], [13]. Students

often attend after-class school tutoring, could be small group

or individual. Family members may also provide support in

tutoring. These ways devote efforts in building closer rela-

tionship with learners which help in fine-tuning and cus-

tomizing the best approach for learners. Particularly, how

learners learn are very important so that proper guidance can

be given.

Predicting students’ performance is desired so that proper

follow-up actions could be setup to help students who are

in-need. In literature, various machine learning algorithms

have been proposed and evaluated using real-world datasets.

Researchers have analyzed students’ heterogeneity for fea-

ture extraction [14]. Prediction models were implemented

using four common machine learning algorithms, JRip,

sequential minimal optimization, C4.5 and Naïve-Bayes. All

algorithms have achieved similar prediction accuracy of 80%.

Another work in [15] proposed a gradient boosting machine

algorithm to predict students’ performance at the end of

the academic year. The attributes age, school, neighborhood,

absence and grade were found to be effective measures in

students’ performance. Results tested by two datasets were

86% and 89% in accuracy. However, the positive and nega-

tive classes were significantly unbalanced, with ratio of 1:7.

Attention was drawn into the feature extraction process,

42 features belonging to one of the feature groups grades,

status, load, family background as well as course difficulty,

level, performance and specification, were analyzed [16].

A preliminary study of prediction algorithm for students’

performance was carried out using various methods, random,

forest, decision tree, support vector machine (SVM) and gra-

dient boosting. area under the receiver operating character-

istic curve (AUC) is between 0.5 and 0.877 under different

testing datasets and approaches. In [17], support vector

machine, neural network and decision were applied to predict

students’ performance associated with daily internet usage.

Support vector machine achieved the highest average accu-

racy among three, which is about 70%. Differed from shallow

learning in [14]–[17], deep learning approach based on deep

artificial neural network was employed [18]. Results indi-

cated that this deep learning approach outperformed support

vector machine and logistic regression by 4.3% and 8.6%

respectively. Here are the recommended state-of-the-art arti-

cles [19], [20] for readers who are interested in the overview

of algorithms for students’ performance prediction.

Existing works [14]–[18] possessed a common idea of

analyzing the optimal feature vector from the dataset. Taking

the review articles [19], [20] into account, to the best of our

knowledge, there has no consideration on the prediction of

students’ performance under shadow education environment,

that is school tutoring and family tutoring. On the other

hand, the machine learning algorithms were mainly shallow

learning approach because there is usually small data volume

in education datasets. Also, in general, there is room for

improvement in the prediction accuracy. A recent work [18]

using deep learning was suggested an improvement of accu-

racy by 4.3% compared to support vector machine with

traditional kernel function. The improvement may become

insignificant if customized kernel or multiple kernel learning

approach is adopted.

To address the limitations. This paper has proposed an

improved conditional generative adversarial network based

deep support vector machine (ICGAN-DSVM) algorithm.

ICGAN aims at addressing the issue of low data volume

by mimicking new training dataset whereas DSVM extends

SVM from shallow learning to deep learning. DSVM takes

the advantage in small dataset, as a key difference comparing

with traditional deep neural network.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as

(i) School tutoring and family tutoring have been taken

into consideration in the formulation of prediction students’

performance, which is first of its kind; (ii) ICGAN has

demonstrated its effectiveness in generating new train-

ing data compared with traditional CGAN which facil-

itates new research direction in learning analytics; (iii)

DSVM is employed which takes the advantage in small-

sized educational data environment.; and (iv) the proposed

ICGAN-DSVM algorithm improves the specificity, sensitiv-

ity and AUC by about 8-29% comparing with existing works.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the dataset and section III illustrates the methodol-

ogy of proposed ICGAN-DSVM. Thorough analysis on the

effectiveness of ICGAN and DSVM as well as comparison

to existing methods will be given in Section IV. At last,

conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. STUDENT PERFORMANCE DATASET

The dataset for student performance prediction was retrieved

from [21]. It is comprised of two classes from 788 students

(i) Portuguese language class of 649 records; and (ii) Math-

ematics class of 395 records. The dataset has 33 attributes

in which 9 of them are related to school tutoring and fam-

ily tutoring. The attributes are parent’s cohabitation status,

mother’s education, mother’s job, father’s education, father’s

job, student’s guardian, quality of family relationships, school

educational support and family educational support. The rest,

29 of the attributes were collected by questionnaire and the

remaining were from school reports. These attributes are

student’s school, student’s sex, student’s age, student’s home

address type, family size, reason to choose this school, home

to school travel time, weekly study time, number of past class
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failures, extra paid classes within the course subject, extra-

curricular activities, attended nursery school, wants to take

higher education, internet access at home, with a romantic

relationship, free time after school, going out with friends,

workday alcohol consumption, weekend alcohol consump-

tion, current health status, number of school absences, first

period grade, second period grade and final grade.

To investigate the influence of school tutoring and family

tutoring, three scenarios will be considered. Scenario 1: con-

sider only school tutoring; Scenario 2: consider only family

tutoring; Scenario 3: consider both school tutoring and family

tutoring.

III. METHODOLOGY OF ICGAN-DSVM

In this section, the methodology of ICGAN-DSVM will be

discussed. First, the rationale and the details of ICGAN are

presented as themethod to generatemore training student per-

formance data. It is followed by DSVM which is responsible

for the prediction model of students’ performance.

A. GENERATE NEW TRAINING DATA WITH ICGAN

Aforesaid, GAN is chosen to increase the data volume of the

dataset. The generator and discriminator compete to achieve

the Nash equilibrium in the training stage. It is typical to

have small-sized educational dataset in practice. Generally,

continuous data collection at the very beginning, that is

when learners were young is difficult to achieve. A recent

review article [22] has summarized the recent progress

and various approaches of GAN. There are four categories

named convolution-based, conditional-based, autoencoder-

based and objective function optimization-based methods.

In this paper, we adopt conditional-based GAN (CGAN).

In the original GAN, the random noise vector (as the gen-

erator’s input) is unimpeded which may cause fatal theory

corruption. To address this limitation, conditional variable

is introduced in the generator and discriminator. In litera-

ture, there are three highly cited (over 1000 citations from

Google Scholar) approaches for CGAN, the original form

CGAN [23], InfoGAN [24] and auxiliary classifier GAN

(ACGAN) [25]. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual flows of existing

approaches for better illustration. Denote the symbols n as the

noise vector, a as conditional variable, G as generator, X as

data distribution, D as discriminator, Q as additional network.

These approaches have well been demonstrated effectively in

various applications. G captures the data distribution whereas

D estimates the probability that a sample came from the

training data rather than G. Both G and D are conditioned.

D could determine whether the data is from G or original

dataset. Generated data has certain bias but is acceptable if it

is low. One idea is to introduce a constraint to maximize the

diversity because diversity and bias are inversely correlated.

We have confirmed the prediction model via ICGAN has

low bias in generated data by examining the density of the

data. Therefore, the introduction of constraint of diversity is

avoided.

FIGURE 1. Conceptual flow of existing CGAN approaches. (a) CGAN.
(b) InfoGAN. (c) ACGAN.

FIGURE 2. Conceptual flow of proposed ICGAN.

Each of existing works [23]–[25] has its own advantages

that leads to superior performance. As a result, we have

proposed an improved CGAN (ICGAN) that combines the

existing architectures of CGAN, InfoGAN and ACGAN.

Fig. 2 presents the conceptual flow of ICGAN. ICGAN incor-

porates the ideas of (i) introducing conditional variable a to

discriminator; (ii) adding additional network Q along with

discriminator; and (iii) assigning label to every generated
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FIGURE 3. Conceptual flow of DSVM using MKL.

sample. The objective function consists of three parts:

Lsource = E [logP (S = real|Xreal)]

+E
[

logP
(

S = fake|Xfake
)]

(1)

Lclass = E [logP (C = a|Xreal)]

+E
[

logP
(

C = a|Xfake
)]

(2)

I (a,G(n, a)) = Ex∼G(n,a)[Ea∼P(a|x)
[

log Q(a|x)
]

] + H(a)

(3)

The formulation is intended tomaximize Lsource+Lclass−λ

I(a,G(n,a)) for discriminator and maximize Lclass −Lsource −

λ I(a,G(n,a)) for generator. λ is the hyperparameter and

I(a,G(n,a)) is the mutual information between a and G(n,a).

B. STUDENT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODEL WITH

DSVM

The prediction model for student performance is imple-

mented using DSVM architecture. In general, it has multiple

hidden layers of SVMand an output layer of SVM.Compared

to other deep learning architectures like deep neural net-

work, DSVM takes several advantages like (i) able to manage

problem of very large input vectors and small-sized training

dataset; (ii) the design of kernel functions is more flexible;

and (iii) the output layer SVM has strong regularization

power to avoid over-fitting.

The flow of DSVM is shown in Fig. 3. Denote some

integers D, L, M, N and P. It is worth mentioning that the

number of hidden layers is arbitrary. In Section IV, analysis

will be carried out on the selection of number of layers by

grid search. Authors have suggested to use grid search to

reduce the computational power for optimal search. Small

number of hidden layers is normally obtained in real-world

applications, further increase of hidden layersmay deteriorate

the performance of the model.

Typical kernel functions adopted in SVM include lin-

ear, radial basis function (RBF), pth order polynomial, and

sigmoid kernels. The major research concern raised by

researchers is these kernels could not yield optimal perfor-

mance in all applications. Therefore, customizing kernel to

every application is desired, multiple kernel learning (MKL)

has received much of attention [26]–[28].

In this paper, the DSVM utilizes MKL to combine typ-

ical kernel functions. The combination of kernel functions

to form resultant kernel function must obey Mercer’s theo-

rem [29]. The classifier can achieve better performance by

taking the advantages from each kernel. To align with the

major focus of related works, authors consider linear, RBF,

pth order polynomial and sigmoid kernels. They are defined

with (4)-(7) respectively using the notation of kernel function

K(x1,x2) with inner product 〈x1,x2〉.

K1 (x1, x2) = 〈x1, x2〉 (4)

K2 (x1, x2) = exp
(

||x1 − x2||
2/2σ

)

(5)

K3 (x1, x2) = (x1, x2 + c)p (6)

K4 (x1, x2) = tanh (x1, x2 + c) (7)

where σ and c are real numbers and p is positive integer.

Heuristic approach is adopted for MKL. The basic formu-

lations are summarized as follows [30]. Define the kernel

alignment F(Ki,q) between kernel matrix Ki and label set z.

F (Ki, q) = 〈Ki, qq
T 〉F/

√

〈KiKi〉F 〈qqT , qqT 〉F (8)

Trivially, if Ki has a large alignment to z, there is a large

contribution on resultant kernel. Therefore, the F-heuristic is

defined as:

µi = F(Ki, q)/
∑4

i=1
F(Ki, q) (9)
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It can be further incorporated with the consideration of

mean square error (MSE). F-heuristic becomes M-heuristic.

µi =
∑4

i=1
(Mi −Mj)/

∑4

j=1

∑4

i=1
(Mi −Mj) (10)

In every SVM as in Fig. 3, the designed kernel by MKL

may differ from each other as an extension to existing

heuristic approach.

It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm

ICGAN-DSVM is comprised of two parts. The complexity

of ICGAN is comparable to existing CGAN, InfoGAN and

ACGAN because ICGAN is the combination of these ideas.

When it comes to DSVM, each SVM follows the complexity

of O(n2p + n3) and O(nsvp) in training and prediction stage,

where n is the number of samples, p is the number of features

and nsv is the number of support vectors. Since DSVM takes

the advantages in small size problems, the requirement of

computational power is much less than that of typical deep

learning algorithms, like convolutional neural network.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF ICGAN-DSVM

The analysis of the effectiveness of proposed ICGAN-DSVM

will be discussed in four parts: (i) The performance of the

proposed ICGAN-DSVM is evaluated with school tutor-

ing and/or family tutoring; (ii) Compare the performance

between ICGAN and typical CGAN approaches; (iii) Com-

pare the performance between kernel using heuristic based

MKL and typical kernel functions; and (iv) Compare the

performance between proposed ICGAN-DSVM and related

works.

A. FORMANCE EVALUATION OF ICGAN-DSVM

Grid search method has been chosen to select the number of

hidden layers in the DSVM architecture. The range of hidden

layers is from 1 to 6. Consideration will be made between

ICGAN-DSVMandDSVMon the benefit of newly generated

data by ICGAN. Also, three scenarios are setup: Scenario 1:

consider only school tutoring; Scenario 2: consider only fam-

ily tutoring; Scenario 3: consider both school tutoring and

family tutoring.

Table 1 summarizes the specificity, sensitivity and AUC

of DSVM and ICGAN-DSVM with varying number of hid-

den layers under Scenario 1. Specificity and sensitivity are

defined as follows.

Specificity = TN/Nn (11)

Sensitivity = TP/Np (12)

where TN is true negative, Nn is number of negative samples,

TP is true positive andNp is number of positive samples. AUC

is the area under the 1-Specificity and Sensitivity curve.

K-fold cross-validation with has been adopted which

K = 10 is a good choice supported by various related

works [31]–[33]. Similarly, the performance of DSVM and

ICGAN-DSVM in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 is presented

in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.

TABLE 1. Scenario 1: Performance of DSVM versus ICGAN-DSVM.

TABLE 2. Scenario 2: Performance of DSVM versus ICGAN-DSVM.

TABLE 3. Scenario 3: Performance of DSVM versus ICGAN-DSVM.

The observations of the results in Table 1-III are summa-

rized as follows.

(i) Averaging the results, ICGAN-DSVM improves

(compared with DSVM) the specificity, sensitivity and AUC

by (1.33, 1.56, 1.26)% in Scenario 1. Similarly, the improve-

ments are (1.80, 1.43, 1.52)% in Scenario 2 and (3.09, 3.29,

3.05)% in Scenario 3.

(ii) Best performance in terms of specificity, sensitivity

and AUC can be obtained with three hidden layers in all

scenarios. Further increase of the number of hidden layers

decrease the performance. The best performance of proposed

ICGAN-DSVM yields specificity of 0.968, sensitivity

of 0.971 and AUC of 0.954.

(iii) The prediction model works the best in Scenario 3,

which is followed by Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 respectively.

The reasons could be explained by the fact that both school

tutoring and family tutoring help improving students’ learn-

ing and thus the prediction model should include both these

factors. Compared Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the suggestion

is school tutoring is slightly more beneficial compared to

family tutoring. This could be explained by school tutors have

more experience due to their daily job nature.

B. COMPARISON BETWEEN ICGAN AND EXISTING CGANs

To study the effectiveness of proposed ICGAN, it is com-

pared with traditional CGAN [23], InfoGAN [24] and

ACGAN [25]. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4. Likewise,
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FIGURE 4. Performance comparison between ICGAN and existing CGAN
approaches.

FIGURE 5. Performance comparison between heuristic based MKL and
typical kernel functions.

the performance indicators are specificity, sensitivity and

AUC, as of the averaged results of 10-fold cross-validation.

It can be seen that the proposed ICGAN achieves highest

specificity, sensitivity and AUC. The percentage improve-

ment of specificity is 2.76-4.76%, 2.75-5.66%, 3.02-5.30%

in specificity, sensitivity and AUC respectively. It shows

that the merging of existing approaches could improve the

accuracy of prediction model by taking advantages from each

approach.

C. COMPARISON BETWEEN HEURISTIC BASED MKL AND

TYPICAL KERNEL FUNCTIONS

Evaluation is moved to the heuristic based MKL. It is

compared with typical kernel functions, that are stand-

alone linear, RBF, polynomial and sigmoid kernel functions.

Fig. 5 shows the results of heuristic based MKL versus typ-

ical kernel functions. Results revealed that heuristic based

MKL obtains highest specificity, sensitivity and AUC com-

pared to existing kernels. The improvement is 5.79-19.1%,

6.70-18.8%, and 5.76-19.0% in terms of specificity, sensi-

tivity and AUC. It shows that combining kernels can take

advantages from each of the kernel to improve the prediction

performance.

D. COMPARISON BETWEEN ICGAN-DSVM AND RELATED

WORKS

The last part of the analysis is performance comparison

between ICGAN-DSVM and related works [14]–[18] which

FIGURE 6. Performance comparison between ICGAN-DSVM and related
works.

results have been summarized in Fig. 6. Results indicate

that the proposed ICGAN-DSVM has best performance. The

percentage improvement is 8.16-29.0%, 7.65-27.9%, and

7.92-29.3% in specificity, sensitivity and AUC respectively.

Authors have suggested the following reasons for better per-

formance of proposed work (i) Shallow learning [14]–[17]

may achieve lower accuracy because it may not learn some

of the hidden characteristics from the data; (ii) The deep

artificial neural network in [18] is traditional deep learning

technique that are basically with large-sized dataset [34]–[36]

and may not suit well to the nature of low data volume

application; (iii) The proposed ICGAN effectively generates

new samples whereas DSVM takes the advantages in low

data volume environment. Given the customized kernel has

been designed based on heuristic based MKL, the proposed

algorithm achieves better performance in terms of specificity,

sensitivity and AUC.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, authors have proposed an ICGAN-DSVM algo-

rithm to improve the prediction accuracy of students’ perfor-

mance. Results have revealed its effectiveness by comparing

between ICGAN and existing CGANs, between heuristic

based MKL and typical kernel functions as well as between

ICGAN-DSVM and related works.

Authors anticipate that current research will provide

insights to programme leaders, teachers, tutors and family

member whenmaking decisions concerning supportive learn-

ing in education. The prediction of at-risk students could

benefit students who are in need, thus increasing their suc-

cess rate of passing the course and avoiding passing with a

marginal grade. In addition, it is suggested to consider the

introduction of GAN when it comes to small-sized machine

learning problems. The generation of new data will benefit

the implementation of model.

Future research directions are suggested as follows. The

proposed method can be further applied to other educational

and learning analytics datasets to demonstrate the benefit of

ICGAN in generating extra data for training and DSVM is

preferred to address small-sized machine learning problems

compared to deep neural network. In addition, if ICGAN

can be enhanced in a way that it can generate much more

data without scarifying the model performance. This allows
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the formulation of advanced early students’ performance pre-

diction model that can estimate the performance of students

multiple times per semester.
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